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Twenty five years ago Bangalore used to be a sleepy town. It was famous for its weather and
relaxed life-style suitable for pensioners. People came to the city to see the Brindavan gardens,
Cubbon Park, Ulsoor Lake, Bangalore Museum and the Bangalore Palace. It was indeed known as
the Garden City. Today the name has been changed to the Silicon Valley of India. It has become
the outsourcing capital of the world.

It is natural that over the years the city has prospered tremendously and attracted business
travelers. It is the capital of the relatively new state of Karnataka. Its resurgence has given it pride in
its past and even the name of the city has been changed to Bengaluru. Many Hotels in Bangalore
have come up to accommodate businessmen from all over the world. These range from small
budget hotels to the best five star hotels in Bangalore and perhaps the world.

Basic boarding and lodging is available in simple guest houses operated from residential areas.
They offer a clean environment with superb services through smart attendants and waiters. A range
of small hotels which can be categorized within the single star to three star hotels also provide
traditional Bangalore hospitality. Most of these hotels are concentrated around MG Road and
Sankeyâ€™s road. They offer great hotel deals to attract customers. This area also has a concentration
of shopping areas and great restaurants.

The  5 StarHotels in Bangalore can be counted among the best in the world. They have adapted
themselves to the jet setting international business traveler. People like to hold the best New Year
Parties in Bangalore at these amazing hotels. All these hotels offer magnificent health and spa
boutiques. Each one of them has restaurants with cuisine ranging from Indian to Sichuan and
Italian. Some hotels are in the category of heritage hotels. These are the ones which attract the
discerning traveler interested in enjoying the former glory of the Mysore Empire and the British Raj.

Many a 5 star hotel in Bangalore is located on a vast estate. These heritage hotels with gardens
have trees which are almost two centuries old. These grand hotels are ideal for holding a New Year
Party in Bangalore. One 5 star hotel in Bangalore is made like the royal palace of Mysore.
Everything in these hotels has a royal aura. The restaurants, the banquet halls and the shopping
areas have been designed with regal interior designs, furniture and ambience.   There are
thousands of hotels with star ratings ranging from one to five. The competition is so tough that many
of them offer great Hotel deals.
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Marcus Webmaster - About Author:
Fortune a Hotels in Bangalore has the lot of facilities in this very field to provide you the best,
reliable, affordable, and pleasant services. Fortune Hotels are brand image of a Hotels in all over
India and also known for the quick services and welcoming  nature.
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